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Fechin: European Aspects of Cosmopolitan Taos

ALEXANDltA FECHIN

anybody because it might be to our material advantage; we were
fond of people or we weren't. But whenever Lawrence found a
spark in a man or a woman, he had to struggle with this spark and
try and blow it into Hame.
.
So many people live in a vacuum and sit around and are bored.
I have seen Lawrence happy and unhappy, furious and puzzled,
but I never saw him bored. Just as you can't imagine Homer's
heroes being bored, or Shakespear~s people.
He did not live from a part of himself, but the whole of him;
from the top of his ~ead to his toes with every faculty and at every
moment, he was at his job of living. He got)so much out of it.
And that is why he had this fierce desire to make his fellowmen
fill their sad vacuum with all the riches of people and birds and
mountains and everything in creation, as he did himself.
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EUROPEAN ASPECTS OF
COSMOPOLITAN TAOS
Alexandra Fechin
well our first summer in Taos. It was the year
19~6. The two years we had alrea~y spent in the.~nitedStates
. trymg to adapt ourselves to the ahen tempo of livmg, had not
changed us very much. Our appearance, our ways aI!d our ideas
were still completely European.
Now, midway in the continent, we st-arted the long trip through
the mountains.... The narrow winding roads, the low fast-moving clouds, the tiny clusters of houses and the villages we passed
reminded us of things we had left irrevocably behind in our
homeland,
When finally we reached the plateau at the foot of T,aos Moun~
tain, something gave in in our very hearts and a resistance vanished. We were profoundly touched. Here, before oqr eyes, the
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earth and the sky seemed to blend in one very powerful, and very
beautiful accord. '
That summer of 1926 happened to be a very rainy one, and living under the primitive conditions which w~ found in Taos at
that time was not an easy task. But we laughed...• Mud .•. mud
all over the placer ... Mud running off the houses, and often into
the houses as the roofs were leaky, and sticky mud deep underfoot.
"Har" we kidded each other, ..this is just like being back in
Russia in some small out-of-the-way village. People live and walk
on earth as earth is and they stick to it."
Yes, that- was the first appealing thint? about Taos. The _Indians, the Spanish and the few Anglo settlers clung to nature,
seeking to live in harmony with it. To us, brought up in Old Russia on pastoral scenery, folk music and folk dancing, this was the
first real faultless tune we had r~cognized in the New World.
What we had seen belore with all the industrialization, commercialism and concomitant artificiality seemed false, very much at
odds with human nature itself. During the preceding'two years
it had looked to us as though Europe and America had nothing
.in common, like life on separate planets. But here at last we felt
that earth. with slight variation, is earth no matter on :what part
of the globe one dwells; and the sky, with its fast moving clouds.
is the same sky that grants its. breath to every living thing the
world over. And here at the foot of this beautiful mountain, as if
held in the palm of God's hand, peoples of different nationalities
and races found their home.
It did not take)ong to make friends. They received us as one
of them. Nicolaj was greeted by fell0'r artists, while my little
daughter and I found a great deal of warmth and sympathy s~own
us by our Spanish, Indian and Anglo neighbours. Without many
words (we all spoke different tongues) , just at a glance they knew
that we belonged to the same lineage of men and women who, at
one time or another, were blasted from their roots and blown
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away from their moth~rland. Like creatures drawn together into
Noah's Ark, all longing for 'the sight of unspoiled Earth and not of a mirage.... And not unlike Mount Ararat (at least spiritually), here stood Taos Mountain offering the hospitality of the
beautiful valley spread at its foot, to all who wished to stay.
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For the first time since we left Russia; we felt we want~d a plot
of land and a home of our own. Like transplanted saplings we
longed to thrust our roots deep into this new earth and grow once
more.
Alas! That autumn we found it imperative to go back to New
York. But a year later we returned and bought a place.,J'hen came
the building of a house, planting a garden, acquiring horses~
chickens and what not....
o Pioneers! God help you alHAfter the experiences undergone, I know that no matter what couptry one strikes roots in,
without heavenly help the settling down cannot be done.
In Taos one is always aware of the sky; and it seems to be so
intimately near that to ask and receive heavenly help is not as
difficult as it is in other places. And sensing this, many different
nationalities have come and settled here; many different lan-
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guages are spoken, many different ways of living, behaviours and
customs are known to those who speak those languages, yet most
. - of us understand that at least one thing we have in 'common-we
all are seekers of refugeI ... And the sky and the earth seem to
show a warm interest 1n our strUggles. Taos Mountain spreads
rolling hills east and West and looks as though it hugs us all to its
bosom.
As the Indians have their reservation close to the sacred mountain, so each one of us tries to create after one's own fashion a OOy
reservation of ~)De's own, in which to live and to commune with
heaven and earth.
And God seems to lend H.is ear to our prayers as He keeps us
all happily getting along.

THE LAUGHING HORSE

-MY

Spud Johnson

I'm sur~ would be considerably surprised
if, sometime next year, I publis.heda belated edition of
The Laughing Horse. And no one, certainly, would be
more amazed than I to realize that such an event would celebrate
the thirtieth anniveisary of its birth.
It all came about because three boys, comparative strangers,
who found themselves sitting next to each other in a classroom at
Berkeley where some sort of history of literature was being discussed, suddenly found themselves reading in their text bookthat
the. English newspaper evolved from modest, unpretentious,
broadsides and pamphlets.
The ·idea seemed so simple and th~ young men were at the
moment so exasperated with the existing conventional campus
newspaper. literary journal and monthly. comic book, that they
F R lEN D S
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